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Our vision, our message, strategic objectives
Our Vision:
We in the national bank of Yemen , have determined to fulfill all our customers'
needs and to be pioneer in providing innovated banking services and products
depending on best and modernized banking services techniques in order to be the
first choice to customers and become the distinct bank in Yemen.

Our Mission:
The bank is obliged to achieve quality in services and products according to
international quality standards, to meet customers needs and achieve objectives and
expectations of all those concerned with the interests of the bank, in the framework
of comprehensive benefits of society and Yemen economy.

Our strategic objectives:
o Attract deposits and funds from resident and un resident corporations and
individuals and working to achieve continued growth rates to ensure the
necessary financial resources for the bank's operations in financing and
investment.
o Investing financial resources available in the bank in a way that realizes
reasonable returns compared to risks resulting from operations in financing
and investment.
o Realizing remunerative returns to shareholders exceeding opportunity cost of
funds invested in the bank.
o Offering necessary financial, banking and investment services to meet
corporate and individual customer needs with the highest quality possible in a
wide geographic area.
o Attract and develop the necessary human resources to execute main and
assisting bank operations in order to find the suitable organizational
environment and climate to stimulate and increase productivity and
qualification of employees in offering the banking, financial and investment
services.
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Financial Statement Summary
Statement

Years
2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

127,133

104,463

109,442

105,441

104,708

8,853

6,253

8,274

9,369

8,409

Customers & Bank Deposits

106,733

86,698

92,126

90,387

89,948

Local Investments

76,835

63,845

57,660

52,587

56,630

Capital

10,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

8,500

Equity

16,813

14,227

13,555

12,075

11,199

Balances with Banks

27,896

23,068

27,533

28,792

25,613

Contra Items

24,437

17,308

22,895

19,914

19,666

Net Interest Income

5,367

5,251

4,139

3,869

3,467

Operation Income

2,183

2.060

1,490

1,273

1,527

Profit Before Tax

3,213

2,755

2.595

2,213

2,354

Net Profit
Financial Ratios:

2,609

2,204

2,076

1,439

1,530

Return on Assets

%2,1

%2,1

%1,9

%1,4

%1,5

Return on Average Equity

%18,1

%16,2

%17,0

%12,8

%15,5

Capital Adequacy Rate

%66

%90

%67

%62

%56

Liquidity Rate

%62

%67

%71

%64

% 80

YR 214,89

YR 213,80

YR 213,80

YR 207,31

YR 200,08

YR 261

YR 220

YR 219

YR164

YR191

Number of Branches

27

27

28

28

28

Number of Employees

916

881

738

797

801

Financial Position:
Total Assets
Loans and Advances

Income Statement:

U.S.Dollar Price
Share Profit
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Executive Management

SAKINA ABDULHUSSEIN MOHAMED
Manager, Foreign Relations Dept..

ABDULHAKEM AHMED BA'ABAD

Manager Branches Dept.

ARWA SALEH SAIF
Acting Manager, Legal Dept.

ARWA ALI SULEMAN

FADHAA MOHAMMED ABDO SROOR
Manager, Central Accounts

Manager, Statistic & Research

OMAR ABDULRAHMAN ABDULGABAR

OMAR ABDULLAH AL SHEBA
Manager, Credit Dept

Manager, Studies Dept .&Training Center

SALEH EASA SALEH
Manager, Audit Dept

HANI AHMED OBEID

FAIZA AHMED MUSALI
Homen Sounce Manager

ZIAD. A.. BASUNAID

Head of Computer Section

I .T Project Manager
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Speech of Mr. Mohammed Abdullah Al-Ameri
Chairman of the Board of Directors
In behalf of National Bank of Yemen board of directors, I'm
pleased to present to you the annual report of the bank work
results for 2012 fiscal year, pointing out the most important
implemented achievements and indicators. At the beginning I
must present to you a brief statement pertaining to the bank
and its long record on the path of excellence, which entitled it to get a progressive
rank among the banks of the republic of Yemen. This rank was achieved through
tremendous experiences and highly qualified managerial efficiencies as supported
strongly by the country, which has 100% equity. .
The bank depends on strong base, which enables it to defeat challenges due to its
statutory system which was issued lately under the PM resolution No.405\2013,
according to which the authorized capital was increased to 50 milliard RY and the paid
capital to 20 milliard which will give the bank a strong impulse.
Pertaining to the bank updating and developing activity, during 2012 the executive
management paid great attention to intensification of development and updating
efforts, in addition to building work relations and cooperation with Islamic Arab
associations. A delegation from the bank visited Abu Dhabi and met the officials of the
environmental Arab trade funding program, an Arab association of Arab monetary fund
that entered into an agreement with the National Bank of Yemen to make the latter a
national agency for the program. Another bank delegation visit was paid to the Islamic
bank for development in Jeddah and met the officials of the Islamic association for
development of the private sector in the Islamic bank, We asked for their assistance
and support in providing consulting services regarding guides and procedures to comply
with them at the opening of Islamic branches which the bank wishes to establish for
Islamic procedures. We also received their delegations and sooner we are about to run a
workshop for our employees pertaining to the abovementioned subject.
We also made an annex agreement with the consulting company (DElOIT) to set the
required terms and technical and technological specifications of the computer net and
required devices to operate the system. The bank management also started to apply the
organizational structure, policy guides and procedures prepared by the consulting
company.
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Regarding 2012 fiscal indicators, the total assets increased from 104,5 milliard RY in
2011 to 127,1 milliard RY in 2012, and the net loan and facilities increased from 6,3
milliard RY for 2011 to 8,9 milliard RY for 2012 and ownership rights total increased
from 14,2 milliard RY for 2011 to 16,8 milliard RY for 2012.
The general net profit before taxation reached 3,2 milliard RY in 2012 compared with
2,7 milliard RY in 2011.
Eventually, on behalf of myself, the members of the board of management and
executive administration members I am honoured to present my sincere greetings and
appreciation to his highness the president of republic Abdrabbuh Mansoor and thanks to
the PM Mohammed Salem Ba Sondowah, the minister of finance, the governor of the
Central Bank of Yemen and the other ministers for their support and approval of the
statute of the National Bank of Yemen

Mr. Mohammed Abdullah Al-Ameri
Chairman of the Board
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Report of the Board of Directors for 2012
On occasion of the completion of 2012 works, the board of directors is pleased to present to
you the annual report of the National Bank of Yemen work and results and audited fiscal data
for the year ending at 31\12\2012.
During 2012, the National Bank of Yemen continued following a cautious work methodology through
evaluating carefully the various risks before approving and implementing the strategic work plans. We
also complied with conservative banking and financial policy approaches that depend on balanced
methodology which proved to be one of the best bank work mechanisms. In harmony with the work
plans, we witnessed an enhancement in the predicted growth rates for 2012 which resulted from the
positive effect of local economy gradual recovery that appeared on Yemen bank sector and local
economy generally.
2012 was distinguished for the various achievements of which the bank is proud , most important of it
was preserving the assets level and strength , increase of ownership rights which increased the rate of
bank capital adequacy, enhance the monetary power, preserve the bank credit classification and good
record guarantees a continued profit for many years, assets of high liquidity, high indicator of capital
adequacy which covers overly international and local demands, continuous constancy in costumers'
deposits for many years and the Yemen government has 100% of the bank equity.
The governance
National Bank of Yemen believes in application of comprehensive governance system in accordance
with the bank best practices which aim to increase transparency, enhance administrative and risk
management level, apply highest auditing and follow up standards.
The National Bank of Yemen board of directors prepared a statutory system, within bank management
and organization activity, replacing the PM resolution No. 60\1990 to enhance confidence in the bank
and its various activities and create a sort of coordination between the board tasks, responsibilities and
committees and tasks of the supreme executive management and responsibilities, develop internal
auditing and monitoring, risks management, transparency and disclosure, in addition to strengthening
the bank legal and organizational bases and rules to keep up with the significant developments and
rapid events required to perform work and bank services in the republic and abroad, and to keep the
bank's good reputation and local and international confidence which the bank enjoys in the banking
market, and to be enable to compete with other commercial banks in the republic, or potentially ,
according to scientific and legal bases, qualify the bank to play an effective role in the comprehensive
development that the country is currently witnessing most easily and flexibly and eventually enable
the bank to manage its activities with comprehensive modern vision that copes with the costumer's
best bank choice, and with the latest banking industry techniques.
Owners (Yemen government)
Owners' role was not confined to raising the capital. Their role covered taking and ratifying
decisions, adopting the bank strategic plans and the bank's important projects, as well as
reorganization of the bank and issue of the statutory system according to the PM resolution
No.405\2013 as a replacement for PM resolution 60\1990.
National Bank of Yemen Board of Directors
The bank is managed by a board of directors of seven members including the chairman assigned by a
republican resolution and independent members and executives from outside the bank assigned by the
PM resolution No.60\1990 regarding temporary administrative board formation for National Bank of
Yemen.
The board is responsible for all bank operations and financial safety and insuring to meet central
bank demands, relevant monitoring authorities, owners, depositors and employees' interests, as well
9

as insuring generally the bank performance and subjecting the work within it to the applicable laws,
policies and the bank internal regulations.
The board determines the bank strategic aims. monitors the executive administration which tackles the
daily operations, approves internal auditing organizations and its effectiveness, and the bank
complying level with strategic plan, policies, approved procedures or required according to laws and
the subjected issued instructions to it, and in addition, insuring from risk management rationality.
The following table contains the administrative board members with the capacity of each, in
compliance with the republican resolution of board formation.

Board member's name
Mohammed Abdullah
Moqbel Al Ameri
Isam Ahmed Alawi Al
Saqaf
Khaled Ali Ahmed Kainah
Ahmed Ali Omar Ben
Sankar
Abdulhakeem Zeid Al
Thari

Board member's
capacity

Represented entity

Member
classification

Board chairman

Government

Non executive

Board member

Government

Executive

Board member

Government

Executive

Board member

Government

Executive

Board member

Ministry of financial

Non executive

Sameer Abdulrazaq Taleb

Board member

Hussein Abdullah
Mackawi

Board member

Board member's name
Mohammed Abdullah Moqbel
Al Ameri
Isam Ahmed Alawi Al Saqaf
Khaled Ali Ahmed Kainah
Ahmed Ali Omar Ben Sankar
Abdulahakeem Zeid Al Thari
Sameer Abdulrazaq Taleb
Hussein Abdullah Mackawi

Planning and international
cooperation ministry
Industry and commerce
ministry

His capacity in the
committees of the board

Non executive

other In companies board and other
institutes

Non – executive

Non

Non – executive
Non – executive
Non – executive
Provisions – monitoring
Provisions – monitoring
Monitoring

Non
Non
Non
3
2
1
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Non executive

Board main committees
To meet National Bank of Yemen demands and achieve the best performance and gain the advantages
of various experiences of the board members, the board formed two committees to support its
performance as follows:
Provisions committee:
This committee contains three members from Non-executive administrative members chosen by the
board of directors as its tasks scope determined by Yemen central bank, including reviewing
provisions prepared by the executive administration to insure its adequacy and adjust it to comply with
the standards and policies issued by specialized monitoring entities. The committee meetings are
attended by the credit department manager as usually.
Supreme monitoring committee
This committee practices its appointed tasks in accordance with the central bank instructions and other
related legislation including scope, results and adequacy level of external and internal auditing,
accounting issues of great effect on the fiscal data, considering all related subject to the external
auditor and related monitoring entities, including their remarks, cautions, proposals, follow- up
responding level of the bank administration to, and presents recommendations about it to the board of
directors, review correspondences with the external auditor and related monitoring entities and
evaluate its content, presents remarks and evaluations pertaining to the board, study the regular
reports of auditing system before the presentation to the board with the recommendations, approve the
internal auditing plan and evaluate the internal auditing procedures, revise the internal auditing reports
specially of any breach committed by the internal auditor, present recommendations to the board about
assignment, termination and remunerations of the internal auditor and any contractual terms involving
him. The supreme monitoring committee contains non – executive chairman selected by the board
members and two non-executive external members. The committee meetings attended by credit
department manager usually.
The internal monitory
The board reviews its tasks through the internal monitoring to check: operation effectiveness and
efficiency, financial reports credibility and the restriction to the applicable laws and instructions.
The board confirms that the internal monitoring has its own independent entity with qualifications
which enables it to practice its tasks and approach the appropriate procedures in the following scope:
1. The internal auditing
Bank internal auditing, which is supervised by the supreme monitoring committee, depends on
methodology which adopts auditing that is basing on risks classification in making an independent
procedures for bank activities. The bank activities and units are revised regularly, such procedures
enable the bank to make an efficient evaluative operations for the bank operation and determine the
potential risks.
The bank preserves an effective occupational standards and appropriate practices and ethics, effective
auditing system to minimize the possibly appearing risks to the bank, present the appropriate
recommendations to strength weakness points, follow-up the noted down breaches and remarks in
monitoring authorities reports and external auditor and insure the correctness of it and the existence of
restricts with the executive administration which will prevent such breaches repetition to guarantee the
complying of bank activities with the supervisory requirements of the monitory authorities.
Regularly, reports will be presented to the administrative board about bank financial condition, bank
activities and operations results and follow – up the factual achieved performance and the previous
period comparing to the goals.
The bank is depending on international financial reports standards in preparing accounts and fiscal
data in accordance with the applicable related laws and bylaws in Yemen.
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The bank quarterly, semiannual and annual results of the bank operations, is published in main Arab
and English news papers.
The administrative board currently is seeking an international consulting company assistance" as part
of its responsibility" to update the internal auditing procedures to be suitable for the bank new
statutory system.
2. External auditing
External auditing is another monitoring means on the fiscal data credibility which is issued from bank
accounting and informative systems, especially considering the obvious opinion about the trueness of
such data or non-trueness compared to factual operations during a specific period, the bank during
treating with auditors, puts into consideration their reputation and situation pertaining to job skills for
the bank interest. As the bank follows the required procedures during assigning the external auditors,
according to the issued instructions by Yemen central bank. The auditor is assigned annually, and
assigning Mr. Mohammed Zohdi Magni KPMG to audit his accounts for 2012 after Yemen central
bank approval.
3. Risks management
The bank continues developing and enhancing the risks managements to promote and strength the
bank ability to monitor and overcome the various risks by establishing risks management department
in the bank new organizational structure, preparing risks management policies and procedure guide,
including credit, market, liquidity and operation risks according to Basel 2 requirements and banks
best practices, which will develop standardization and controlling for each risk sort and preserving the
quality of credit and investment portfolio.
Financial Position
The exerted efforts to keep balance between profitability and safe investment continued as avoiding
highly risked credit operation, the availability of the required monetary liquidity to meet the fiscal
demands of different terms and the best use of the available liquidity effectively and efficiently
supported the bank center and achieve the increasing growth in the bank income power.
At the end of 2012 the total provision reached 127,1milliard RY, of 227,1milliard RY increment with
21,8% growth rate. The monetary fund and reserves bank account balance of Yemen Central Bank
increased to 21,8 %. Local investments accounts balance (T-bills) increased to 20,3% . banks accounts
balance increased to 20,9%. And net loan increased from 6,2 milliard RY to 8,9 at the end of 2011till
the end of 2012, in other words, with increment of 2,7 milliard RY. Compared to the previous year
and equals to 43,5%. Regarding the irregular loans rate, it reached in 2012 41,9% from loan total
compared to 88,9% in the previous year. the provisions rate to the loan reached (the net), without
considering the general provision, 35,9 % at the end of 2012 compared to 64,9% at the end of 2011.
Equity rights
Exerted efforts continued in developing owners' rights (Yemen government) which increased to 16,8
milliard RY. At the end of 2012 with 18,3% growth rate compared to 2011. The banks preserves high
capital adequacy which reaches 65,5% compared to Yemen Central Bank demands and Basel
committee demands which reaches 8% and 12% respectively.
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Operative and financial performance
In 2012 the comprehensive income total reached 2,586million RY with 372 increment compared of
the same in 2011, which equals to 16,8% as a result of the good growth of the main bank activities
interest. The net interests income reached in 2012 5,367 million RY. With 116 million RY increment
compared to 2011, which equals to 2,2%. The commission incomes and fees and other operative
income reached 2,183 million RY .with increment of 123 million RY. Compared to 2011, which
equals 5,9% mainly due to the increment of the other operative income total, especially in the
provisions in front of loans looses, and unneeded requirements out of financial rank statement.
The administrative and general expenditures increased at the end of 2012 to 1,130 million RY. With
rate of 46,8% from 2,145million RY. from 2,415 million RY. In 2011 to 3,545 million RY. in 2012.
Regarding the provisions of loans and irregular other assets decreased at the end of to 2012 3,203
million RY. compared to 4,077million RY. with increment rate of 21,4% compared to 2011.
Share profit from net profit reached 261 RY. in 2012 compared to 220 RY. in 2011 with 41 RY.
increment .
Bank main activities
The bank practices all kinds of bank and investment operations through three main activities, they are
retail, companies and investment by 27 branches net distributed within the main cities and the republic
governorates.
Individual retail service
Banking Services set for individuals kept focusing on developing bank services and products,
regarding loan products, the bank offered its competitive options of the personal loans and car loans,
and offered real estate product to go with the strong growth of real estate sector in our country to help
the largest category in our country to own homes, and housing units, as promoted the program of
funding electronic and computer devices and other with irresistible conditions. In addition, funding,
renting products, which increased the portfolio of personal loans obviously during the year.
In 2012, within strategy to enlarge the costumers numbers and attract other categories of costumer,
the bank will continue developing the individual bank services and products set, as offering a new
products with additional features and characteristics in accordance with costumers factual needs and
meet such needs during reconstructing the bank credit department based on new organizational
structure classifications. In addition, develop and update promoting points for such services and
products and deliver it to the bank costumers in modern and developed means, through applying and
operating new information technique system which will increase the level of services and gain
customer satisfaction and bank dealers. As well, motivate bank employees to exert more effort and
offer to maintain the progress level of performance of operations and develop bank retail services and
products.
Bank commercial services
It’s the services offered for commercial, industrial, financial and services companies. Such activity
requires presenting special offers and services as building relations with costumers through obtain the
experiences and necessary services and providing unique bank products and services compared to
other competing offers. In addition, focusing on VIP costumers by bank services to meet the
respecting level of such category.
For owning the bigger share from this activity and enlarging our market share from it, the bank will
maintain offering an integrated set of bank services, fund all kinds of commercial and industrial
activities and projects to meet this category demands and promote the bank leadership role in various
bank activities through applying the new organizational structure and establish specialized
managements to organize treasury works, centrality of operations, risks and credit management,
investment and bank marketing to achieve a qualitative movement in managing the relation between
the bank customers and dealers.
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Treasury and investment managing
During 2012 treasury and investment administration focused on bank costumers and took care of them
and their interests, by offering high level services for treasury costumers and develop its services as
vary its investments to receive an excellent interest from local and international investments. In
addition, it works rapidly in managing liquidity according to the approved orders and policies by
assets and liabilities committee. The bank administration adopted the practical steps to develop
treasury operation and investment as offer a unique services for the consumers in the future by start
managing the treasury department according to the new organizational structure, as contract with an
international consulting association which is part of bank responsibilities for updating policies,
procedures and work guide of treasury and investment to comply with the new system.
Bank international relations
International relations department played a great role in 2012 in supporting and facilitating
commercial operations which contributed in bank quarterly profitability, and establish and build new
relations with the largest banks of high quality credit, suitability rate and successful performance.
The department efforts were unified to facilitate the international bank procedures with corresponding
persons in individual or companies services, as well, with its customers in the financial institutions
with competing tenders, putting in consideration service quality. Enable the bank from receiving new
credit facilities lines which will contribute in the international trade operation increment with the
corresponding banks, as enable it from gaining advantages of new work opportunities, increase its
share of international commercial operation in bank local market, which will allow the costumers to
enlarge their commercial activities.
Credit and risks management
This management is entitled to follow – up and monitor credit, market and operation risks according to
the approved procedures and policies which aim to reduce the overall and partial risks which face the
bank during loan disbursement, investment, operation, as minimize the credit risks in general, in other
words, following a reserving credit policy, and keeping a possible rate from loan total to deposit total.
In addition of the sector and geographic to minimize risks that may occur due to the environmental
reasons against the well of customers. Vary loan activities to avoid the focusing on one activity, as
reduces related risks. Follow clear credit procedures and policies approved and monitored by general
administration departments in all branches, credit department, credit unit of credit risks management.
Regarding operative risk management, it depends mainly on determining the related events to the
operative risks, determine and update the indicator of the operative risks, collect losses data which
resulted from operative risks and evaluate it. Put strategy to develop and update information
technology systems to reduce the operative system that resulted from any defect in such systems. Put
business continuity plan to reduce operative risk resulted by work suspension due to technological
system defect or bank external environmental reasons. Establish unit of information technology
safety, to reduce resulted risks from misuse of information technology systems, as entering such
systems for illegal purposes. Update policies and procedures of verifying unit to avoid operative risks
caused by money laundry. Put procedures and policies for all bank activities to distribute
responsibilities and strength the internal monitory by assigning a monitory role on operations for
financial monitory department, branches department and central operation department for being one of
the approved means to reduce operative risks. In addition, strength the role of the internal auditing by
enlarge internal auditing department tasks and structure to comply with the banks best practices.
Pertaining to market risks, to prevent involvement of the bank in any irresponsible risks, depends on
establishing administrative unit to manage markets risks, it's entitled to analyze markets risks, put and
determine markets risks limits, monitoring being under the risk of markets, follow the put guides.
Regarding liquidity risks, the bank has procedures and policies to observe liquidity which guarantees
bank ability to fund its operations effectively and keep its current and future potential promissory
commitments, as loans, emergency commitments, deposit unexpected withdrawals. Treasury
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department in coordination with other bank sections is to manage the liquidity in daily bases. For such
purposes, the bank will maintain high level of liquidity by not exceeding the rate of 30% in loan
disbursement from the deposit total.
Pertaining to the interest prices risks, the bank identifying the re pricing assets and liabilities by
various means and operations according to the specified ceilings of gaps, maintaining high net interest
margin. Achieve balance between re price able assets size and re price able liabilities size. Because
any slight change occur in the income in such assets will cause same change with same rate in the
deposit cost mainly.
Regarding the local currencies risks, the bank is maintaining the current strategy, which prevents
keeping the foreign currencies that exceeds the specified rates by Yemen central bank to avoid
currencies value fluctuations risks. The banks aims as well, to create the overall balance between the
assets total in a current and liability total for the same current. In case of failure in such creation, it
works on minimize the margin positively or negatively to the minimum.
Commitment
The concept of commitment is to insure that bank and its internal policies complies with the applicable
laws, regulations, instructions, conduct rules, standards and banks best practices which issued by the
local and international entities that determines, evaluate, advise, guide, monitor, prepare reports to the
administrative board about the bank complying level.
Such of commitment risk is sequential legal penalties, losses, reputation damage that may be subjected
to for breaching the affective laws, regulations, instructions, conduct rules, standards and banks best
practices.
Regarding anti - money laundry activity, the bank verifying unit makes a regular monitory for all
financial procedures, in accordance with law and Yemen central bank instructions.
Information technology
In 2012, the information and systems department kept developing and raising the level of the bank
presented services by the new additions in the swift program and current bank system in the branches
to implement more operations using the technical systems. The department as well, focused on
preparing the structure of communications lines and systems to go with the new technologies and
development in bank operations as applying the bank new system.
In 2012, the bank completed signing procedures on importing, operating and applying the new system
for Islamic procedures branches and department with ICS which specializes in manufacturing bank
systems with suitable qualifications for bank, technology, developments and the new structure of
Islamic procedures branches and department to develop bankability to adjust with the rapid
developments in Islamic branches operations and offer a unique bank products and services compared
to other competing Islamic banks. The bank started to finish the procedures of terms and special
qualifications book of importing, operating and the successful applying of the modern bank system
with the bank consultant Mr. Deloit And Tosh, middle east, after getting the approval of the high
tender board for a new tender instead of the limit tender No.1\2008.
Human resources development
For the bank believing in the importance of humanitarian element, which is reflected on the services
level and move the bank to higher levels in the bank market, the administrative board cared
tremendously in 2012 in initiatives, which contributes in making a qualitative movement in human
resources performance and achieve the higher level of job satisfaction. The bank strategy which aims
to deliver the bank culture to the deepest level and enhance the occupational experience for the human
resources in the bank and make them informed about the latest local and international events to
develop the human resources performance and increase its productivity, the bank offered a large
number of training opportunities, including the different administrative levels in the bank, in and out
of the republic in many vital scopes, as credit, risks management, internal auditing, Islamic bank, bank
management through branches, information technology, marketing and negotiation skills and
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contemporary methods in managing human resources. The continuing recruiting of the best
efficiencies and experts for various new system jobs focusing in such side for the vital interests and
advantage of long term.
In 2012, the bank worked in improving human resources management by applying human resources
department as develop methods and procedures of its work within the new organizational structure. As
update policies, procedures and guides of its work to comply with the new system and develop human
resources efficiency in accordance with banks best practices.
Costumers service
With fixed plan, the bank executed updating and developing projects to offer unique services and gain
costumers satisfaction and dealers. Where the administration restructured the branches as costumer
selling points according to the modern industrial changes. Increase efficiency of distributing channels
in information systems project by developing bank E- services, which will facilitate costumers
accounts reach ability and implement the procedures easily by electronic channels. in addition,
develop ATM systems to comply with the recent global systems. enlarge the ATMs net. As a service
for traders, the bank will provide trade stores with services points devices in the different high stores
of the republic. The bank will keep enlargement of its regular branches as opening new specialized
branches in offering Islamic services and products for costumers. Implement many loan and funding
programs for individuals or developing programs which serves the economic development.
Enlargement in presented services scope for the bank costumers and enhance its quality.
Social responsibility
The National Bank of Yemen is committed to support many levels socially. The banks offers financial
support effects positively on community in many levels, such as, arts, culture, social and humanitarian
issues, youth care, education, sport, economical activities and many celebrations to honor the superior
students in different education entities in the republic. The financial support where the bank
participated in several conferences economic and social conventions, activities and programs, as the
bank employees participated in many activities sponsored by the bank.
Bank work plan for 2013
 Vary and develop the bank activities. Focus on presenting new integrated set of regular and
Islamic products and services compared to the best regional, global and local banks. Establish
new Islamic branches complies with Islamic legislation to offer Islamic products and services
for costumers.
 Accomplish applying of the new organizational structure of the bank, departments and braches
and domesticating employees within.
 Applying banks best practices in risks management, which will enable the bank from follow –
up and observe credit, market and operative risks.
 Accomplish communications systems and lines structure to go with the new technologies and
development in bank operations.
 Enlarge current branches net and cover Yemen local market for individuals or public or private
associations.
 Develop human resources performance. Offer training and learning opportunities for various
administrative levels in bank. Recruit and employment of best job experts and efficiencies in
the new organizational structure to develop its occupational abilities in various scopes.
 Provide Islamic bank services through Islamic branches and departments.
 Communicate with the government to issue the bank main system to replace the ministerial
revolution No. 60\1990.
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Despite our expectations that 2013 will be rushed with several changes and challenges locally and
internationally, but we believe in bank ability in accomplish many achievements in all bank scopes by
offering products and services that meet our costumers expectations or keeping the growth and high
unique performance.
Eventually, the board is pleased to present thanks and appreciation to the president of the republic
Abdrabbuh Mansoor Hadi, for his wise leadership and correct vision in enhancing the competing
ability of the national economy, and enhance the performance of the economic sector and stability of
investment atmosphere, the PM, the minister of finance, the ministers in national reconciliation Yemen
central bank governor and the other ministers for their good efforts and support for national economy.
At the end, we would like to thank our customers for their appreciated confidence in us, for bank
executive administration and all employees for their true efforts, which aims to develop bank ability
and achieve more achievements.

Board of Directors National Bank of Yemen
Aden 09 -6- 2013
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